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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the computational analysis of
aerodynamic damping for prediction of flutter characteristics
of a transonic fan stage that consists of a highly loaded rotor
along with a tandem stator. Three dimensional, linearized
Navier-Stokes flow solver TRACE is used to numerically
analyse the flutter stability of the fan. The linear flow solver
enables the modeling of a single blade passage to simulate the
desired inter-blade phase angle. The unsteady aerodynamic
load on a vibrating blade is obtained by solving the unsteady
Navier-Stokes equations on a dynamically deforming grid and
the energy exchange method is used to calculate the
aerodynamic damping. The calculation of aerodynamic
damping for the prediction of flutter characteristics of the fan
rotor is carried out with and without considering the influence
of the disk. The blade mode shapes from finite element modal
analysis are obtained accordingly and the flutter calculations
are carried out for three blade vibration modes at the design
speed and at part speeds for all possible inter-blade phase
angles. Two operating points, one on the working line and the
other near stall are investigated at every rotational speed.
Different aspects that affect the aerodynamic damping
behaviour like part speed operation, variation in unsteady
blade surface pressure fluctuation between operating points on
the working line and at near stall and the corresponding
variation in aerodynamic work, inter-blade phase angle etc.,
are described. This analysis primarily focuses on the variations
in aerodynamic damping of the fan with and without the
influence of the disk. In addition, influence and effect of shock
wave on the aerodynamic damping is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The aeroelastic instability of flutter continues to occupy a
predominant position in the design of turbomachinery blades.
The self excited oscillation that occurs when the unsteady work
performed by the fluid on the blade exceeds the energy
dissipated by damping in the system is a significant problem
throughout the gas turbine industry. Since damping is known to
be the important parameter controlling the phenomenon of
flutter, it is essential to quantify damping. In modern rotor
design, blisks (integrally bladed rotors) have negligible
mechanical and material damping. This leads to the fact that the
unsteady aerodynamics resulting from the vibration of the
blades, specifically the aerodynamic damping, plays a very
significant role in the flutter analysis of these blisks.
There are two main families of techniques for numerical
prediction of aerodynamic damping; nonlinear time marching
and time-linearized. Despite the increase in computational
power, the nonlinear time marching method in the time domain
still remains a computationally expensive method to be used as
a baseline design tool. In time-linearized analysis, the flow
governing equations are linearized by considering the flow
unsteadiness to be small compared to the mean, steady flow.
The resulting perturbation equations are solved assuming that
the perturbation is harmonic in the frequency domain.
The computational aeroelastic analysis for the present
investigation has been carried out on a highly loaded, transonic
low bypass fan designed as part of the DLR research project
AeroLight. Details of the design optimization of this fan stage
are given in [1] and [2]. The blade design is a result of multidisciplinary optimization, targeted on the fulfillment of
multiple mechanical and aerodynamical constraints. The fan
has 19 blades followed by a tandem stator. Further, a sensitivity
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study comparing the stability of different design loops has also
been carried out [3]. The investigations focusing on modern
turbomachinery blade row flutter and aerodynamic damping
range from the sensitivity of damping calculation to changes in
blade twist distribution, effect of inlet and exit conditions and
time step [4] to the influence of shock and its characteristics,
effects of tip clearance and vibration amplitude [5]. Unsteady
shock oscillation rather than blade stall were found to be the
driving mechanism for flutter instability in a transonic fan [6].
Another study showed that shock has both stabilizing and
destabilizing effect with the inter-blade phase angle and
location of shock having a significant impact on stability [7].
The present work focuses on computation of aerodynamic
damping with and without considering the influence of the disk
for prediction of flutter characteristics of the fan. The variation
in aerodynamic damping between these two approaches is
analyzed in detail to find the influence of blade modeshape as a
factor affecting the extent of aerodynamic damping and also the
influence of shock wave on damping.

the aerodynamic damping to the concept of logarithmic
decrement [8], damping becomes





2 n
;
Nb

(n  1, 2,3,..., N b )

(4)

where n is the number of nodal diameters and N b is the
number of blades [9]. In flutter calculations all possible interblade phase angles may have to be checked for flutter stability
to find out the least stable phase angle.
NUMERICAL APPROACH
The flow solver used in the present investigations is the
three dimensional, cell centered, finite volume Reynolds
averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) solver TRACE, developed at
DLR Institute of Propulsion Technology, for internal flows,
especially in turbomachinery [10,11]. The time-linearized
solver employs the assumption of small time-harmonic
perturbations and is implemented via finite differences of the
nonlinear flux routines of the time accurate solver. The
resulting linear system is solved in the frequency domain using
a parallelized Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) method
with a symmetric successive over relaxation (SSOR)
preconditioning. The boundary conditions for solid walls are,
slip condition for Euler and no-slip condition for Navier-Stokes
flow. A dimensionless wall distance value of less than 25 was
employed. At the inlet and exit boundaries, Giles’ nonreflecting
boundary conditions are employed. Turbulence closure is
achieved by Wilcox k- two equation turbulence model. A
mapping algorithm is used to map structural eigenmodes,
obtained from finite element structural analysis, from the
surface mesh of the finite element structural solver to the
computational mesh of the finite volume flow solver. Once the
displacement vectors are mapped onto the wall surfaces of the
CFD mesh, the grid deformation is obtained using an elliptic
mesh deformation algorithm.



on the blade and the local displacement velocity ( u ) and
expressed as
T

(1)



where n is the normal vector pointing outwards. A is the
surface area vector and T is the time period of oscillation.
A local expression of aerodynamic work per cycle can be given
by
T

 
WLocal    p  (u  n ) dt

(3)

where K E  1 M  2 is the maximum kinetic energy over one
2
cycle of the blade motion with M being the modal mass and
 the modal frequency. A plot of aerodynamic damping for
different inter-blade phase angles gives an indication of the
system stability. The inter-blade phase angle is

AERODYNAMIC DAMPING
The aerodynamic damping parameter represents a measure
of system stability, i.e. a system is stable if the aerodynamic
damping parameter is greater than zero. System stability is
obtained from computation of the work per cycle and its
conversion to an aerodynamic damping parameter. During each
cycle of vibration aerodynamic work is exchanged with the
blade motion, the direction of net exchange is the criterion for
aerodynamic stability. The aerodynamic work per cycle can be
)
integrated from the unsteady surface pressure variations ( p
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The aerodynamic work will be positive in case of destabilising
flow. Positive work indicates that blade absorbs energy from
the flow and the blade vibration will be amplified. For a stable
motion, the work becomes negative as the flow extracts energy
from the blade motion. The aerodynamic damping parameter
can be expressed as the normalized form of the negative
aerodynamic work. The aerodynamic damping coefficient is
thus positive when the flow damps the blade vibration. Relating

The three dimensional unsteady flutter calculation requires
the converged steady flow solution and modal deflections of
each mode shape as input. The vibration mode shapes obtained
from finite element calculations are mapped to the
computational mesh to get the corresponding grid deformation
for the TRACE calculations. The results of the steady
simulations are used to define the rotor exit boundary
conditions and initialize the flow field for the rotor unsteady
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flow simulation. The fan is designed to obtain a very high
pressure ratio in a single stage configuration with transonic
flows at all radial heights and a complex, highly twisted rotor
blade. The computational mesh for the fan stage consists of
structured multi-block mesh of nearly 1.9 million hexahedral
cells. The rotor has a relative radial gap of 0.22% of the casing
radius at the rotor leading edge. The rotor mesh has radially 85
mesh layers with 10 in the tip gap. Fillet radii are also
considered to capture a realistic cross sectional distribution at
the rotor hub.
Flutter calculations to determine the aeroelastic stability of
the rotor have been carried out based on two different
approaches to the finite element blade modal analysis. In the
first approach, blade only geometry of the rotor without the
influence of the disk has been modeled and in the second
approach, the influence of the disk has also been included in
the modal analysis.
Computations have been performed at design speed and
several part speeds with two operating points in each speed,
one at the working line and one very near stall in both
approaches. In this paper, results of only 88% speed are
presented and discussed as the operating point near stall at this
speed showed flutter instability for the blade only modal
analysis approach.

Fig. 1b Spanwise Mach number distribution
The first three blade modes from the finite element analysis
were considered for the aeroelastic simulation. Figure 2 shows
the blade modeshapes with and without considering the
influence of the disk. The contours represent the total
displacement. The first two modes, mode1 and mode2 represent
the first bending and second bending respectively. The third
mode, mode3 represents a combination of torsion and
chordwise bending. In all the three modes, the tip region of the
leading edge shows the maximum displacement. While mode1
exhibits nearly identical behaviour on the left and right sides
(without and with the influence of the disk respectively),
mode2 has slight variations with the left side having more
displacement in the leading edge region around mid-span
compared to the right side. In the case of mode3, the
modeshape on the left (blade only approach, without
considering the influence of the disk) shows considerable
displacement on the entire outboard sections of the blade while
the mode shape on the right shows the deformation restricted
only to the outer section of the leading edge at the tip. For all
the three modes, the approach including the influence of the
disk has lower deformation in the entire leading edge region.
The reduced frequencies of the three modes based on blade tip
chord and inlet relative velocity are 0.2486, 0.509, and 0.6431
respectively for the blade only approach.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The steady Mach number distribution over suction and
pressure surfaces for 88% speed for the operating point near
stall is shown in Figure 1a. A shock wave appears near the
leading edge on the suction surface covering nearly two thirds
of the blade span. The shock moves downstream on the outer
regions of the blade, terminating around one third of the blade
chord near the tip. On the pressure surface, the shock impinges
near the blade leading edge towards the tip. Figure 1b shows
the Mach distribution at different spanwise locations.

The plot of aerodynamic damping for 19 different inter blade
phase angles (IBPA) shows that at part speed operation the
rotor is stable on the working line (Fig. 3) for both approaches.
The second mode has the lowest value of damping for the
range of inter blade phase angles and shows least variation with
phase. As the back pressure is increased and the operating point
approaches near stall, there is remarkable variation in the flutter
behaviour for mode2 (Fig. 4). In the blade only approach, there
is a region of instability around IBPA -113.68 with negative

Fig. 1a Steady Mach contours
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aerodynamic damping. However, with the influence of the disk
included, the rotor is stable for all the phase angles considered.

vibratory pattern moves opposite to the direction of rotation.
Therefore, a stabilizing effect on the pressure surface and a
destabilizing effect on the suction surface around the shock
location enhance the net destabilizing effect. It should also be
noted that the region of the leading edge where the local work
shows maximum magnitude corresponds to the same location
where the modal displacement is also the maximum. The
adjoining IBPA of -94.74 (Fig. 5 (b)) exhibits a very similar
work pattern with slightly less intensity.

Mode1

Mode2

(a) Blade only approach

Mode3
Fig. 2 Blade modeshapes with (right) and without (left)
the influence of the disk.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of local work for IBPA 113.68. The large extent of positive work on the blade surface
is obviously the contributing factor for the negative damping in
this case. To understand this further, the local work plot has to
be looked in conjunction with the plot of Mach contours shown
in Figure 1. Specifically, the positive work regions on the
suction surface extend from the foot of the shock wave
covering the midchord region for most of the blade span and
the outer region of the tip at the leading edge shows a
concentration of positive work, whereas the pressure surface
shows a concentration of negative work near the tip leading
edge. Thus the destabilizing or stabilizing work (positive or
negative) is associated with the shock wave location. For the
backward traveling wave in this case (negative IBPA), the

(b) With influence of the disk

Fig. 3 Aerodynamic damping for working line operation
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positive for all IBPAs of mode2. A look at the local work
distribution for IBPA -113.68 of mode2 in this case, Fig. 6,
shows that on the suction surface, though the positive work
region covers almost the entire leading edge, it is of the same
order as in other regions of positive work. Also, the pressure
surface leading edge shows positive work distribution and
overall the positive work region is more concentrated on the
lower half of the blade span on both surfaces contributing less
to the destabilizing effect. For IBPA -94.74, almost the entire
leading edge is free of positive work on both surfaces. This
difference in the damping behaviour between the two
approaches for mode2 shows that even a small variation in
modal displacement at the leading edge region greatly
influences the stability of the blade.
Figure 7a gives the spanwise distribution of damping for IBPA
-113.68. It is clear that for the blade only approach there is
large variation in damping in the upper half of the blade
between 60% and 95% of the span compared to the case when
influence of the disk is included. Figure 7b shows the
chordwise distribution of damping at 95% span for IBPA 113.68. In the blade only approach, the leading edge region
has a larger influence compared to other regions and there is
considerable variation in damping on both surfaces in this
region. When the influence of the disk is also considered, the
variations in the leading edge region are greatly reduced.
Figure 7a also shows that the blade only approach has the
lowest damping around 70% of the span. The chordwise
distribution of damping at 70% of span for IBPA -113.68 is
given in Figure 7c. Again, the leading edge region seems to
have a greater influence on the damping behaviour of the blade
only approach. However, the stability behaviour of the suction
and pressure surfaces varies between 95% and 70% span. This
raises a question on the role of shock in influencing instability.
From figures 1a and 1b, it is seen that the foot of the shock
extends from around 15% of the blade chord at midspan to
around 35% of the chord at the tip. The variation in the stability
behaviour between 95% and 70% span suggests that the shock
impulse at 95% span is not wide enough to cover the entire
leading edge region. At the same time, the transonic flow
condition on the pressure surface at 95% span in the leading
edge region seems to cause the unsteady blade surface pressure
at this location a source of instability. At span locations below
85%, the reach of the shock oscillation appears to cover the
leading edge region well enough to cause instability on the
suction surface.

(a) Blade only approach

(b) With influence of the disk
Fig. 4 Aerodynamic damping for near stall operation
However, for other IBPAs, the same shock pattern has not
produced any destabilizing effect in the blade only approach.
This is due to the fact that the work done on the blade depends
not only on the shock impulse but also on the phase
relationship between the pressure fluctuation and the blade
motion. As the IBPA is changed, it alters the phase between the
unsteady pressure fluctuation associated with the shock motion
and the blade motion. Therefore, in addition to the shock
location and strength, the phase relation between the blade
motion and shock motion is also needed to establish why in
some cases the work is destabilizing and why in other cases it
is not. On the other hand, when the influence of the disk is also
included, Fig. 4 shows that the aerodynamic damping is

In order to get further insight on this, understanding the
variations in the damping behavior for mode3 is also
warranted. IBPA 0 of mode3 provides the least damping when
the influence of the disk is included (Fig. 4). Comparing the
local work distribution for IBPA 0 in this case with the blade
only approach in Figure 8, we find that the leading edge region
on the suction surface in the latter case has a strong stabilizing
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effect (negative work) compared to the former. Also, with the
blade only approach, even though the extent of positive work
region is larger and coincides with the location of the foot of
the shock on the suction surface compared with the other
approach, the stabilizing effect is better. As seen from Figure
2, the blade only approach has displacement for nearly two
thirds of the blade leading edge, while the other has
displacement for less than one third of the leading edge. In the
absence of any phase difference, this effect is stronger and
hence the least damping for IBPA 0 when the influence of the
disk is included. This clearly indicates that the variation in
leading edge deformation between the two approaches strongly
influences the damping behavior. Since other IBPAs of mode3
do not show much variation in damping between the two
approaches, one other IBPA than these ones should be checked
to find out if phase angle variation plays any role. Figure 9
shows the local work distribution for IBPA 56.84 for both
approaches. Here again, the leading edge region on the suction

(a) IBPA -113.68

(b) IBPA -94.74

Fig. 6

Local work distribution
(With influence of disk; Mode2)

(a) IBPA -113.68

(b) IBPA -94.74

Fig.5

Local work distribution
(Blade only approach; Mode2)
Fig 7a Spanwise distribution of damping for IBPA -113.68
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coupled with the inter blade phase angle. The present work
indicates that even a slight variation in modal deformation can

(a) Blade only approach

Fig 7b Chordwise distribution of damping at 95% span
(IBPA = -113.68)

(b) With influence of the disk
Fig. 8 Local work distribution for IBPA 0 (Mode3)

(a) Blade only approach
Fig 7c Chordwise distribution of damping at 70% span
(IBPA = -113.68)

surface for the blade only approach has a stronger negative
work region compared to the other approach. However, the
phase difference appears to reduce the damping in the blade
only approach and increase it in the other approach. The exact
nature of how this takes effect is, however, unclear.
(b) With influence of disk
Based on the above observations, factors affecting the
aerodynamic damping and the stability of the blade are, firstly,
the blade modeshape and secondly, the influence of the shock

Fig. 9 Local work distribution for IBPA 56.84 (Mode3)
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lead to large changes in the aerodynamic damping behavior.
Modal analysis with the blade only approach is too
conservative. Therefore, modal deformation input based on the
inclusion of the influence of the disk is the appropriate
approach. That such large variation could be seen in a blisk is
indicative of how unsteady aerodynamics from the blade
motion and consequently the aerodynamic damping is the
major factor for blade stability. This reinforces the observation
that blade mode shape is an important in determining blade
stability [12]. In addition, the location of the shock also plays a
role in contributing to the stabilizing or destabilizing effect
depending on the inter blade phase angle. This explains how in
certain IBPAs the work contribution is negative and in some
other cases it is positive at the location of the shock. This also
concurs with the observation in [7]. However, further detailed
analysis is required to establish the concrete relationship
between shock motion and inter blade phase angle. A
comparison of the linearized Euler and Navier-Stokes solution
for this rotor for near stall operating points [13] also suggests
that shock motion near tip region is a contributing factor for
instability. When the influence of the disk is included, the blisk
structure exhibits cyclic symmetry with complex mode shapes.
The large variation in damping between the blade only
approach and with the influence of the disk shows that cyclic
symmetric effects play a significant role in the damping
behavior as observed in [14].
CONCLUSIONS
The aeroelastic stability of a highly loaded transonic fan has
been investigated by computing the aerodynamic damping of
the fan using the linearized Navier-Stokes solver TRACE. The
unsteady computations were based on two different approaches
to the blade modal analysis, one with the blade only approach
and the other including the influence of the disk. The first three
blade modes were considered for the investigations.
Aerodynamic damping for all possible inter blade phase angles
have been computed and results of the calculations for 88%
speed have been presented and discussed. The operating point
near stall showed instability for the blade only approach as the
aerodynamic damping was negative for two IBPAs. Analysis of
the local work distribution for different IBPAs has indicated
that the aerodynamic damping of the blade is largely influenced
by the blade mode shape and the shock location. Even a slight
variation in the modeshape causes changes in the damping and
subsequently the stability.
Thus the blade mode shape is a very important factor in
determining stability. The shock location and movement and its
relation to the inter blade phase angle also contributes
significantly to the variation in the aerodynamic damping. The
exact nature of this relation needs further analysis.
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